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Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday'Afternoon, June 22, 1948

Vol. )&'; No. 6

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR SET FOR AUGUST 18,r,20
Dairy Show 44.tclude All
Purchase Countiese•This Year

Carman Graham Quits
Administrator's Job
At Murray Hospital:
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Carman Graham has resigned as
administotor ,of. Murray Hospital,
according to an announcement today by H. J. Fenton. president of
-le Murray Hospital Association.
Mr Gtallam tendered his resignation at a-regular board meeting last
*viaTilt. effective July 1.
-.
elate Graham is the first administor of Murray's new community
hospital enterprise. He began his
position February 1 after resigning
as director of Murray Training
school.
Mr. Graham gave his reason for
leaving as strictly personal. He indicated today that he doesn't like
hospital administrative work. He
said. "I have been a school leacher
_greater portion of my lift, and
f elthatj am better qualified for a
ttaching profession."
Tr. Graham stated that he hag
oocclefinite prusliects in mind for
future employment.
Mr. Fenton said today that Graham'it.(Vecision to resign is regretted by the members of the Board
of Directors.
Nobody has been Timed as yet
to replace Mr. Graham.
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• August 18, 19 and 20 was set aside
last night for the Celloway. County tau .according to an announcement this morning by A. Carmen,
prDeetiirdecenfotrsof fhet airb
boaoradrd
of the
Met last
iijgbt, to work eut preliminary plans
for. the fair and appoint heads of
various departments. "The direc-•
tors present at the meeting were
NEW YORK, J.une 22. (UP)— Ray Treon, Sr., Audrey Simmons,
Three hundred protmitant--mtnis- Rudy Hendein, 11.1 E7Ke1ley and A.
Directors who weren't
tors and leaders urged the youth Carman.
able to attend the meeting included
0,1_,Jimerica today- to refuse to
Max Hurt and Hugh -Gineles.
register for the draft and if alDieectors decided, last night to
ready in the armed services to open :the senior dairy- show to
resign.
dairymen ihrom'all of the,,,Purchase
The statement was issued under counties Ad Henry Caunty, Tenn.
the address of the fellowship of ID past years only cialit• from Calreconciliation, which ebrindsl,_ its 'Lowey county could be exhibited.
members to refuse to participate The junior dairy show wilacontinue
memin any war. Many of its members to be limited to FFA and
were conscientious objectors in hers of the county.
.Caritiare also announced that x
World War II..
"As the early christians refused horse show has been .'scheduled for
to offer a pinch of incense to the eight of August 18. the first
the fair. It is tentatively
Caesar's image, an we believe that day
Christian youth in tne United States being sponsored by the fair'brd
unless another 'group wishes to
today should refuse to grant even
take over the responsibilit:;-.
the token of recognition of regisClarence Mitchell, assistant countration to this contemporary _evil.
which means disaster for their coun- ty agent, was named secretary of
the fair board. Paul _Gholson, ex-.
try and --their church." the stateeautive secretary ef the Chamber
ment said
of Commerce, Was appointed busiThe statement was in the form
ness manager of the fair. He eucof a letter urging mothers, fathers.
cees Kay Treen who held the posisisters, girl friends and spiritual
tion -for 10 years.
feeders to support those who reArrangements have not been •
tiised to register. It said the signcompleted as to the site of this
ers were acting as individuals
year's fair, said Carman, but he
and not officially for their organexpects to, make on early
izations.
nouncement in regard td this. The
Among the signers were: Edwin
horse show will 43e held at the colMcNeill Poteat. president of Colsellout, lege stadium.
Divinity
-Rochester
gate
Heads of departments named last
Rochester. N Y ; Bernard C Claunight were R.• E. Kelley, poultry;
sen, Euclid Ave. Baptist Church.
Bobby Grogan, FFA dairy show;
Cleveland; Fredrick K. Stamm.
S. V. Foy. 4-H dairy show: Mimi
First Congregational Church. ChiRachel Rowland. women's departA. D. Beittel. president of
ment, and J. H. Walston. farm deAlabama;
Talladega College in
partment. They will prepare the
Henry Hitt Crane. Central Methocatalogue and premium list.
dist Church. Detroit, and Allan A.
In the past the fair oremiurns
Hunter. Mt Hollywood Congrehave always been generously conAngelesgational Church. Los
tributed by Murray and Calloway
"Political and military leaders
merchants. said Carman. A drive
will not have the incentive to
for funds will be started July
abandon war as a "last resole' so
12, he said
long as they know that in the
Special entertainment and atshow-down they can depend up-1
tractions will be provided this year
on the youth of the nation to sub- ,
of every member of the family,
scribe to conscription agalh," the'
I Carman intimated, but he was unsaid.
statement
able to announce 'the . program as
"No Americans ar Christens who
yet.
have not demonstrated their integrity are likely to do effectiva
peace work among Russians and
Communists, to whom christianity
is a laughing stock or an abomination because they feel that ChrisCHICAGO._ June 22 .UPI—Pros
tians sing about Jesus and the duce:
cross but place their trust in alPoultry: 26 trucks, the market
to/Mc bombs."
steady.
White Rock fryers 43.
' The Ref. Allan Knight Chalm- White Rock Springs 47, old roosters
ers, until recently pastor of the 21.
Broadway Tabernacle
here and
Cheese: Twins 45 1-2 to 46 3-4,
now professor in the Boston Uni- single daisies 48 1.2 t 50 1-2, SW119
versity school of theology. and the 60 to 62.
Rev. A J. Muste, national secreButter: 579.403 pounds, the martary_ of the fellowship of recon- ket steady. 93 score 81. 92 score 80,
ciliation and -Presbyterian minister, 90 score 78. Cartels 90 score 78, 89
releatred the statement,
score 77.
One of the signers, the Rev. .T
Eves: ,Browns and Whites MixPaul Stevens of the First Presby- ed) 34,520 casas, the market steady,
terian' Church, Taos. N Mexico, extrat 70 to 80 per cent LA. 46 1 -2 to
wrote Dr. Chambers:
a 47 1-2, extras 40 to 70 per cent A
"You may list me as an honor 43 to 45. standards 41 to 42, current
graduate -U S. Naval Academy. receipts 39 1-2. checks 35 1-2.
1933."

AMERICAN YOUTHS •
URGED BY CLERGY
NOT TO REGISTER

4-COLDSBOROUGH
RULES IN FAVOR
OF JOHN LEWIS

WASHINGTON. June 22 (UP.
—Federal Judge T Alan Goldsborough nxiey ruled in favor of
'John L. Lewis in determining the
eligibility or miners for pensions.
Goldsborough said
there was
nothing "improper, unbusiness-like
or not in accord with the spirit
ot the Taft-Hartley labor act or
the bituminous wage contract of
)
1947 in the Lewis pension plan
WATCH MY DUST!—Young Bill kicks up a cloud of dust and gives his trainer, Jonnny
That olan had been agreed upon
by the United Mine Workers preSimpson, a speedy sulky ride during a trial workout at Good Time Park, Goshen, N. Y., in
sident and Sen
Styles' Bridges,
preparation for the $60,000 Hambleton classic to be held there on Aug. 11. Owned by
W. G.
R.. N H, "Imoartial" member of
Ross of Charlotte, N. C., Young Bill is the brown son of Bill Gallon, 1941 Hambletonian
the UMW welfare fund. The plan
stake. winner.
had been opposed by Ezra Van
-- -Comae .Gewasala
Horn, operator.-trusteee of
the
fund.
The Lewis-Bridges plan
made
all members, ofeethe UMW available for araiSons Van 410E11 contended that only members of the
UMW who Were employed by opApproximately
erators who contributed 10 cents
2,000 delegatesi Administration Regional- Office in
a ton to the fund should be eligi- from 160 'posts are expected to at-1 Louisville.
tend the 28th annual 'Department
bleWASHINGTON. June 22
Committee reports will be given
of Kentucky Veterans of Foreign at the first afternoon session along The Army said today a 48-hour deWars Encampment at Paducah fri- with addresses by Army. Navy and lay by President Truman in signMr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubbleday. Saturday and Sunday.
. Air force representatives.
Cu/. ing the draft bill will fill the Nafield, Jr Mr and Mrs. Ed Diuguid,
Murray delegates will be elected Neal C. Johnson, assistant division tional Guard.
Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Preston Ordway.
The Guard is shooting for a
at a call meeting Thursday night at commander of the Third Anmored
ST LOUIS NATIONAL STOcK- 8:00 o'clock in the Gatlin Buildin% Division, will represent the Army; peacetime record quota of 341,000
and Mr and Mrs. Frank Albert
Stubblefield were in Mayfield Sun- YARDS. Ill , 22. 01..TP0-1USDA0— George Ed overbey, commander of Capt. F. F. Knachel. USNR, in- men. There are some 250,000 in the
Livestock:
Murray Post 5638, urged that all spector-instructor and acting com- ranks now.
day to attend the -funeral services
Hogs 9,300; salable 9.000; weights members he present. He said that mander of the Indianapolis Naval
Recruiting offices are working
of Shadrick Boaz, who was a mem- 240 lbs down, ste-idy. except some in addition to choosing delegates to Reserve, will be the Navy speaker, overtime to process men in the 19ber of the U. S. lie:), and lost his weakness on pigs. Barrows and the state convention in Paducah an and Major John T. Mitchell, Jr., through -25 age group who prefer
LAKE SUCCESS, N- Y., June 22 life on D-Day when his ship was gilts above 240 lbs. Steady to 50c important announcement mill be from the .Godman Field Air Base. three years of stay-at-home service
higher and highly spotted. Sows made.
will speak for the Air Force.
(UP)--United nations officials said
to 21 months in the regular armed
lost at Niitmandy beachhead.
steady to 25c lower 180 to 230
today they were discouraged by the
A barbecue prepared by Miles forces. This is the option open to
A trip to Kentucky Lake and a
Services were held at the First lbs 28 25 to 2850; top 28.50; 240
failure of congress to approve a
tour of Kentucky Dam. 22 miles Meredith' and held et the home of those enlisting in the Guard and
f65.000.000 loan for construction of Christian Church, of which he was to 270 Iles 26 75 to 2775; 280 to.325 South of Paducah,Nvill be a
high- Jackson Karns Post 1191 of Padu- other active reserve units before
organithe
for
a member.
lbs 24 50 to 2650; heavier kinds light of the Encampment. Head- cah will be a feature of the night the President signs the draft into
a permanent home
zation in New York.
Also attending the service were very scarce: 160 to 170 lbs 26.25 quarters will be at the Irvin S. program. Delegates will have a law.
Informed sources said Mi. 'TruThey felt the UN enteral assemb- four brothers. Seth. Malcomb and to 2725; 130 to 150 his 24 to 25; Colab Hotel.
choice of a dance or a moonlight
ly might decide to move the capaal Sam Boaz from Louisville: Harry 100 to 120 lbs 21 to 23; sews 21 to
The delegates, representing semis excursion on the Ohio River fol- man has decided to hold off awhile
to enepurage enlistments in the reto Europe as a result.
Housteeoaz. Michigan, and a sister 23; stags 15 to 17; boars 12 to 15. 20,000 V.F.W. members in Ken- 'lowing the barbecue.
Cattle 3,500; salable 3.000: chives tucky, are expected to take a•strting
Memebers of the American dele- Mrs. Wayne Andrus, Tucson, Ariz.
Nomination of officers will be the serves. He has nine more days in
2.000.• all ,.eelahle
General trade stand in favor of preparedness at order of business Saturday morn- which to sign the bill passed by
gation said only ei few days eke
slow anal buying interests dis- the three day meeting. The Ken- ing. A
that if congress failed to authorize
parade, with floats and congress at its closing session. The
OUR
MISTAKE
playing bearish tendencies
the loan the United States would
tucky Department of the V.F.W. men's and, women's drum and bugle measure 'still- lacks the sienatures
Due
to
a
regrettable
slip-up
in
One load high good light weight long .has favored U.M.T. and other corps, will be held at 3 p.m.
Arthur H. Vansuffer a serious loss of prestige.
After of Senate President
Destruction of old buildings op the news room. the Ledger & Times steers about steady at 36 50; heifers peace-time defense measures..
that will come the tour of Ken- denberg and House Speaker Joseph
W. Martin who are in Philadelphia
the eastsidc Manhatten sea for the yesterday erroneously stated Met and mixet yearlings also draggy,
Registration for the Encamp- tucky Dam and Lake.
world capitol is 90 per cent finish- Mr. 0. C. MaeLemore nits fined a few deals about steady with ment will start at 9 o'clock Friday
Congressman Ray J. Madden of attending the Republican •National
ed, but nothing more in the way 616.60 and costs by County Judie Monday. Some canners and cutters morning and the first program will Indiana, a veteran of World War I, Convention.
charged from 14 to 1750; few common and open an hour later.
of building can be done until the Pink ('urd after being
John G. Tin- will be the speaker at the evening In Washington. National Guard rewith
reckless
driving
by
Sheriff
cona
record
authorized
by
cruiting
officers
signed
up
medium
been
rows
18
loan has
to 22; bulls about der. Indianapolis, National Chief banquet at the Cobb. A dance will
Wendell Patterson. ('harles Jack- steady; a few medium to good Staff of the V.F.W., will . be heard
164 men yesterday. In Los Angeles.
gress..
follow.
son Green of Bushanan, Tenn., was from ,22 to 23.50; vealers
lower; during the morning, as will Charles ;Election and installation of of- they got more recguits in one day
China's 60,000.000 farmers have the person fined after colliding good and choice 24 to 27: common E. Tucker, Louisville, of the Aspen. ficers will be held Sunday morning than in the entire month of May:
only about • 210,000.000 acres of With Mr. MeLemore in an auto- andmedium 15 to 24; culls 9 to cart Cancer Society.. and Harry; W. with adjournmerit of the Encamp- RedOrts from . other cities indicated
mobile accident.
that the pre-draft enlistment boom
14
land.
Farmer, manager of the Veterans ment at noon.
is nationwide.
A guardsman, must volunteer for
at leapt three years. During that
time, he must attend weekly twohour training sessions and put in 15
days of summer field drills.
Actually, there are only 21.000
Manufacturers of glass products
vacanClesoin the Guard quota up to
June 30. But Gen. Kenneth F. started in Oklahoma in 1905. AtNancy Jane Hairline, June 17,
Cramer,!National Guard chief, has tracted by the abundance of natural gas, manufacturers had estate I Mrs. E. M. Duncan. June 19,
sights
to
recruiting
341.lifted
his
KLEIN
SANDOR
S.
on
a
of deleffates put
complete, ball !tedium after the game wee proval when he declared that the forego this -honor for greater good
By
lished six plants by 1913
Mrs. E E Youngblnod. JtIne
20..
pendent 'round-the - hall parade ao
liiind over. But the photographers had convention would nominate a tic- of our nation ate the,. Republican 0011- which originally was the; goal
United Press Staff C
long-fange'
The
for
June,
1949.
set
thAr state standard.'
to have their pictures, so the ket "that will-move our patty in- party."
CONVENTION- MALL Philadelquota is 682,000 by 1959.
"We want a fighting! man foil schedule was slowed again while to the White House in ,1949."
Meanwlaile. the Meny said it is
phia, June 22. (UPi—Sers Ken- president—we want Wherry," th Wherry gave time a few gestures
And he played to his audience.
PHILADELPHIA, June 22 (UPI—
preparing to begin'
neth S. Wherry of Nebraska set Nebrasklans shouted
_recruiting 18and a first shake or two, not to Once after the delegates cheerea Rep. Clarence J. Brown, ca
year-olds 1 r• 12 months service as
the Republicans to roaring today.' Although it was loud and en- mention a 'couple
of bibs and one of his heavier -blasts against manager for., SO-. Robert A. Taft,
soon as the President signs the bill.
For the first time since this Re- thusiastic, the demonstration was weaves.
administration. .he remarked: said today that Taft and Dewey
By volunteering, these youths Tauld
publican national convention start- strictly a one-state
You want some more? law got seem closely matched now. in their
The 'double re-take killed conbe exempt from the 21-month draft
BERLIN. June 22 UPI—Finance chiefs tsf5 Russia aid the western
ed on Monday. a speaker gave' the
Even before his speech Wherry siderable Nme. but Wherry final- it right here"
race for the presidential nomina- later on.
allies met today, and an outside chance whs st4rt' that they might agree
delegates what apparently they -came out bobbing, weaving and ly
tion.
got- to give his speech—after
.....
The new recruits will be trained on a single currency for till Germany.
were looking for—an old-fashioned, ducking.
He cited the cdnvenan cieden: at existing replacement training
'temporary chairman Dwight H
rip-snorting, name-Wittig,. victoryOstensibly the meeting,— the first four-power high leVel conference
So the picture men, the guys Green had ,introduced him as "one
'al
tti.
committee's 26-24 vote to seat centers at fort Knox. Ky.. For
.
claiming. etulse-pounding political who shoot on the drop-of a periosa of
PHILADELPHIA. June 22 UPS—
•ey delegation Mans' Georgia. Ord, Cal.. Fort Jackson, N. C. and eince Soviet representativeg walked out of the allied control council
the greatest voices in the Re-harangue.
Sen. Edward Martin of Pennsylhad to do it all over again—a publican party"
he Republican national commit- Fort Dix. N. J. Otherchmps prob- March 20—was to decide ti.
crei0i-'‘ place in the east versus west currency
He flung, his arms, shouted, and couple of times
This introductiqn cheered the vania withdrew today as a candi- tee earlier had voted 48-44 in favor ably will be
reform dispute.
•
-I
He
sweat.
worked up a healthy
In this° case, the senator from Nebraskan. and i
produced the date for the presidential nomina- of a Dewey delegation. '
The Army said it has Vacancies
tagged President Truman as about Nebraska, about to address the first demonstration of the day, tion and anmiunced
he
would r "This shows how evenly matched for 6.300 officers under the exnational
convention. complete with shouts and stan- make the nominating speech for these two peeps are." he said.
the "most-vetoing president we've Republican
pansion program.
Eventually* it
ever had" Then he roused the del- dropped his manuscript He did it dard waving
Thomin E. Dewey.
He denied, however, that the will need 20.000 officers sdhen it
Ilif0DF43, June 22 11.1P1---Count Folke Bernadotte hoped today to
the noisest cheering an twice, and twice while he was
egates
The sutprise announeement seem- Dewey victories
Wherry's speech was, the first
947,000-mattisvork put this Weelt--0 program calculated to bring permanent peace to
up
to
its
builds
dalting to retrieve it, the flash old-fashioned political rouser of ed siertain to boost even higher the reflection of delegate strength in strength. This includes some 110,far by adding:
Palestine.
"But well veto that fellow right bulbs went off Ad the photo- the convention. He dtddiven better present jeadershiu of Dewey in the the entire convention. He named, 000 teen-agers
The United Nations mediator said he planned to "have something
graphrirs
balcony"
exposed
their
negatives
off his
for the'delegars ttarChe had for Republican race.
for example, Illinois and Tennessee
No special "kid glove" treatment down on -paper this week." but gave—no—dklails of the results so far of
The Nebraska delegation gave Witl e lot of blank space
, the photographers And he shouted
It had been planned for Martin as states with a majority of dele- is planned for the 18-year-olds who
their favorite a goostcdho wat the
T e second day of the conven- where other speakers had merely to get Pennsylvania's first ballot gates favoring 'Taft over Dewey volunteer. But unlike other in - 1 his eCforts to find a p!ace formula.
A delegatio-n orAra,b' experts arrissed to provide Bernadottewith
stat.._off to a . slow start talked
end of his speech. For the first
Votes as a "favorite son."
although they voted the ottr way
, duetees, they will - not be subject
time in the convention a batch in' it, hall that Waked His a fqptfactual informatiOn Ur his plans. Israeli experts' were expected soon.
He got a longish road of apMartin said that he felt he "must yesterday.
to call for oVerseas duty.
,
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-Now the only way we can see to
save Bruno Is to get him transferred

to Fort Boise on a change of venue
That's what welve got Judge Whitecotton here for. Ben an' me have
argered till we're black in the face,
but he won't give in till he talks to
Gad Moore. he does that, we're

By FRAN.< C ROBERTSON

Published 'afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St., Muer

PM.

Entered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for traP,
minion
Second Crass Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier- in Murray, per week 15c, .per
month, 65e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50, else,
where $1.50.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: 'WALLACE WITMER CO., 903 Sterick
Budding. Memphis, Tenn.: 250 Park Ave.. New York: 307 N. Michigan
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Josie Pennington 'hiS Come to
alto Territort from New York
t marry Jim Itioehana. gold
pro
ctur in Bonanza Basin.
not seen him since he
She
left hot live years ago and does
not love n. eut likes and reith her, is Pauline
spects
Jim's French
Casette.. aisle
te. On the
partner. Bruno
t
r trip, they
evening
of
last
stop at a roadhou owned by
triune Ben Warren. T re. they
receive shocking new from
the
Buena Vista. largest town
Basin. Jim eas been murde d.

sunk."
twelve
hours, yet she felt that she
"What do you think I can do?"
was among friends.

cHE

was tired from the long
hcrseback ride and from the
whole long trip. Yet she was keyed

"You might win him over. If we
could get a secret order from him,
we could slip Bruno out of Jail and.
get him to Fort Boise."
"I'll try," Josie said promptly.

up to an extent that she thought
HE still wore her riding habit,
she never would sleep. '
She was amazed. therefore, when
but she made a pretty picture as
discovered that someone had she walked into the room where
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
apparently been knocking at her Judge Whitecotton was stubbornly
•
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
door for some time. She struggled resisting the pleas of the men Ben
oe'Public Voice. items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
through a fog of drowsiness and sat Warren and John Paul had enlisted
up in bed.
at our readers.
on behalf of, Bruno Cazettee.Ben
"Who-who is it?" she asked.
smiled, and the girl smiled back. It
"Your landlady."
Tuesday Afternoon, dune 22, 1948
seemed to be all the greeting they
and the Vigilantes are preparin
"Goodness! What time is it?"
needed.
hang Bruno Casette that
"Nearly noon."
-Miss Pennington," John Paul
TVA Suffers Set-Back
. to
nicht. Josie, sure that Bruno is
"Oh. dear! Wait a minute. said elaborately. "I want the great
Buena
4'ista
-The Tennessee Valley Authority suffered its first ma- innocent, rides into
pie
pleasure of presenting to you our
with Ben. The hanging hat been
She ound slippers, threw on a chief legal luminary in Bonanza
jor defeat since it was set up by Congress in 1933 when the ratp
brother
ther
tesun
t
o
t
il
Jimt
s
re
ell
his honor, Judge Nephi
Basin
Kimono. d opened the door.
refused to aceepti• a Senate
House of Representatives
has
Med woman with Whitecotton."
A bros.
amendment to its appropriations -for the coming year to little hope et stopping it. for the gray
"Honored, my dear Miss Pentending there with a
hair
affirm as well as the
nington."
begin work on a new steam plant at New Johnsohville, county
Vigilantes are controlled by a friendly smile.
The Judge got unsteadly tq his
n. The man you
"I'm Bess Hu
'
Tennessee.
lawiass element headed by wily
last night w my husband." feet. With his gray hair he could
Some TVA friends:bei' ieve this is the "beginning of Charles Douslas. Ben takes !ask met
"Won't you come in Mrs. Hud- have appeared distinguished, exthe Pacific Dote' and enlists
the sharply contrasting
the enaf-Ti-ir the great federal agency. We ...ire not that to
eeepe
n e.
eshn son? I intended to be t by seven cept for
hottLlkin
the aid
and to redness at his nose and the uno'clock. I asked your 11
pessimistic, but we do feel that some Way must be,found i
Ibeliev
healthy pallor of his skin. His eyes
call me."
0 operate TVA under a Republican majprity in Congress i that the murder was engineered
were watery, and his mouth weak.
shut
the
in
and
-Bess
came
Prune
h"
t 1/".gia/1.-nna..tind
"Josie." John Paul said. "I be*cause we-believe we will have such a majority for -some!
being victimized to hide the real "You'd had such a hard ride, a
'
•
you already know This Donafears
there ti-as really nothing you cold lieve
come.
killer.
This
is Prank Matthews, who
ue.
sleep."
to
let
you
we
decided
do,
so
het/ler we like it or not the system of government
a sawmill. George Eastbrook.
P. - 11consolingly.
"We
added
knew
She
'>.„cHAPTER III
ruggiat. And this is P. G. Tayt
,i---- te bare known for a gf;aeration as the -New Deal" is
Jim very well. He was a fine man. lor,
.. . • . •
vilT is counsel for Bruno Carefusal-to-1- make the 1r WAS over two months since Everybody liked him."
- tamely dead. Harry Truman's•
zet te."
)
-ecessary adjustments to cope With its demise, and his in- ‘
loste Penning-ten had left her '"Apparently not everybody." Jo- Josie ackpowledged the introducsaid bitterly. "Has anything tions, but hdçgaze lingered longest
. atence on trying to walk in FDR's shoes instead of giving 1Youne in upper New York state. sie
been done to help Bruno Cazette?" upon m
r. He was dressed
a \
the
an administration of his own,(Which we believe he was She had not left without mls- "You're very sure he is innocent, like
a miner.
'cable of doing), will either lose him the -Democratic givingstfor Ate was notuk,iove aren't you? Well,I think he is inno- "I'm not a re
lawyer, miss."
Mination or the election next November.. .. - •
he said, with an a logetic grin.
"That is. I don't prac e here be. It .has been our belief since the beginning of TVA
"
cause I'd rather be a m
at there was a thajor- flaw in it -policy. .We have dis"P. G. consented to tak runo's
uno."
of
the
correspondence
members
knows
with
case because he
.s.sed this belief in
John Paul said. He didn't add tat
authority, but like•all government officials they apparently
every regular attorney in the B
. 1ink it is based,on selfishness.--The belief is!that if..TVA"
had been afraid to take it,
,
•
akes asuccess- as'ainanufacturer and .dictributor of eke"A LL I'm interested in, gentle. ern,go
arg-eadrvtthhoefe product it must advertise •
t-etrti
beliiszie
- kicejlayli l,
• )it
men" Josie said, "is to see
murderer is punished."
that
TVA has tried to sell itself to the people of the nation
"Commendable, my dear. commendable.", Judge Whitecotton
7its'a 'new way of life'," something like socialism, rather
beamed.
than to represent itself for What it.isa superior way of
"Here. Judge, have, a drink,"
_developing and selling electricity.- ,Americans will ateept
John Paul said.
He poured out half a tumbler of
• ., tiny bener method 4- manufacture and distribution. They
whieky which the judge swallowed
- Will not accept-h 'new way of life,-call.,it -New Deal, New
at a gulp.
•• Vr&r. or vvhlt not.
-. - "I'm also interested in seeing
electricity
no innocent person suffers."
that
- • • , - TVA methods of manufacture and sale of
added. "I have been with
Are so much better than privately-owned systems•-that it
Bruno Cazette's sister for two
nation-wide
scale.
extended
on
a
they
can't
be
- is a shame
months. If her brother is is
hanged, she'll be left entirely alone
the pnbtic, however, c.an't be expected -to•approke them
in
the world. For her sake, and the
. understand them. And very few understand
• *less the)
sake of Justice itself. I want tq see
in
the
ecen
and-some;
6utsicletTenneSsee
Vatter
AhemBruno have a fair trial"
Whitecotton cleared his throat.
--Talley. don't.
"I
assure you that the defendant's
e
• - .-_ Life-insurance is about-the most -universally accepted
rights will be amply protected in
billions
with
'companies
institution vie_have, yet.'mutual
DO court."
As- the 'udge started to turn, Ben's fist caught hiss
v-,e .
asy-e. s aye-oun in -recen
"And he'll be hanged immediate-_
squarely on the point of the jaw.
1y afterward." Ben broke out.
al to their exisience. How much more important it is to
"I resent that. sir! These men.
public utility.such as a manufacturer and distributor of with the than'she was going out cent, too, but feeling against him is Miss
Pennington. have been trying
high, especially since Bill Bloxham to persuade
'•
to the wilds of Idaho Territory came
ectrieitr" - • - • •• to the extent
to town this morning. And the of unethicalme.-even
pressure, to grant a
a4vermarry.
largest
tO
was
the
third
The United States Army
fact that you arrived here Just change of venue.
I assure you it is
rser in'Antttti,a during the year )447. That prove the - However. she was. twenty-two when you did. to be made what quite unnecessary."
holding out might be called an unmarried
!Hewes
old.
site
years
erronis
can't
advertise-governttent•
the
aontention that
"Have another drink, Judge,"
no fret gifts to her. Women work- wiciew. has fanned the names."
John Paul said quickly.
us. It can do almost anything it has to and if TVA ex- ing for wages were frowned upon, "You mean there is no hope?"
P. G. Taylor leaned over Josie
.cts to halt the dangerous trend in Congress to hamper its and she had no means of her own. "I don't mean that. My husband and whispered. "Bruno was tried
they
Warren
are
doing
oral
but'
it
Ben
and
fair
education,
a
She
had.
will
it,
we
believe
it
destroy
cerations. and eventually to
last night by the Vigilantes. If he
was being ws..ited in the home of can. They had Butcher Gillne. the stays here, he'll be hanged. Don't
• are to change its policy about advertising:
captain of the Vigilantes, here for- let the old fossil fool you."
her brother and his wife
Her brothertren 7ears her senior. m hour this morning, and they've
"In the interests of fair play to
here for two everybody.
Jim Blexham had been dose= had the•
and
Judge, won't you let the
on him, trial be held
hite House Candidates Have to Worry About I companionS
So close had they been hours, are still working I'll
bring quested softly.elsewhere?" Josie reget dressed and
Now
you
go
to
the
chosen
to
had
before
Jim
!
*est Orchestra Leader, Badges. Hand-Shaking i mine fields that Josie had been Your breakfast up to you."
"My dear, except where my Judii about as fond of one as the other.
cial integrity is at stake, I'd gladly
Int tetee.
By 11.‘Kc,AS V. Silt 1101s
EFORE
Josie
had
finished
her
any requese you might make
orresponde nt. smartest techestra. leader to ,en- I .Then a year agbi-had come that
Sited l're,s !Ct.&
breakfast. John Paul paid her a grant
Jim suggestAs it is. I must flatly refuse. Now I
• tertain the folks at your elaborate I .slIgir ming letter from
visit.
rich.
must be on my ,way. Court must
PHILADELPHIA June 4 :LP, headquarters. which-al cost you ing marriage. tie had struck it
There s something Id like you convene at two o'clock"
Her brother had strongly urged her
ec. worry ; around-gr000 a day Mar mcluding .to marry Jan:
How would you
judge again got totteringly
. in the end she had to do." he told her. "As near as we
kua fIgger out, they intend to turn toThe
sore of the thpgs that fret'the fat man and ltiS drummer. consented. a
his feet. Then. as he started to
trial,
with
without
•
or
Bruno
loose
e candelatee who Want to occupy fiddler. and ...guitar planer
Jim had sent her ample funds to a sham-treat. That'll set the-mob off turn. Ben Warren's nst caught him
squarely on the point of the Jaw
e tete -Hou.see
Harold Stassen of 1.inneseta Make the- irtp. He had also asked like a firecracker.
tbey'll grab Whitecottnn's knees collapsed. but
the sister Of his partner
meet
her
to
'
• Lao—
seems to have *ors that dark)
.- 11 in New York, and that had been him immediately Now we've got Prank Matthews caught him before
the riessus to a reception. nottenee else. this time with e 300 fine. Pauline Catette had been a the Judge down here, an' we list he fell.
••
.,Tak
about had to kidnap him I want to Josie screamed. "Oh!" she cried
:like Torn Di_ a ey chef.- and having pounder named .Bernie Berle: The congenial traveling companion
eeplitin the Judge to you. Joste. "What a contemptible thing to do!"
hark 6.000 har1ds in a single man from the Gopher state, might
in
a Don't,mind me callin' you Josie, do. "I reckon it was." Ben said coolly
And now. here
was
sl
riods".e.
g..1a
few'
dead
even
lying
MAC.
with
Jim
strange
"ekening
your
"but if he goes out of this hotel
- wirl perhaps within ii stone's throw, and
"1 wish you would."
Think.ng about (zing thi same at his baton gpy.. "Whirl and S
now. Bruno Cazette will be swingaccused
of
his
s
brother
I
Paultne
S
'can
H
How
Berle"
with Bernie
"Thanks. The Judge is not bad ing from a limb before sundown."
'gent; it next reciht.
,
.
murder.. •.
;
_meanin' It heart but the one code.
e Strew a _yew car, outdo the next Miss?
It was rather amazing to her that he knows is. 'Fte.sest not evil.' He
e
characters in this serial are
she didn't feel utterly alone and takes his orders from Gad Moore.
fictitious/
g friendless, bile had known Ben the prosecutin' attorney. an' Moore
Warren and his Mother less than takes his from Charles Douglas. *copyright. ma ics ?rani C. Robertson
Ave. Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Demon.
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Homemakers Club
Work Proves
Practical Aid

tele, takes his from Old Nick himself.

,VIGILANTES OF
1 BUENA VISTA

PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOW4Y PUBLIS
Consolidation- of _The Murray Ledger, The Calk.*
Kentuclna
rapes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the
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GIFT FOR A JyNE BRIDE
5.

The broad scope of home dent'
onstration work ' in meeting everyday needs of rural and farm women in 95 counties in Kentucky
is indicated in reports to county
_.hcim
mr
e egpeor
nts
n4
. rcv
s.
of .Hen-,
derson county said: "Not until I
went to a meeting of my homemakers club did I realize I could
make over my kitchen. My ,11,47,
band and I felted, then papered
the kitchen. We also had a window changed to a double one and
a sink placed under It. Next we
will have kitchen cabinets built,.
according to the information given
in my • club. I have profited by our
lessohs. They have saved •me both
time and moiwy."
- Houseclea
aides were reported by Mrs, Sallie B Whitson of
GalIetin county as being especially
helpful. She learned uses of dry
suds at her first club meeting,
cleaned five laria rugs and several small ones.
Mrs- Henry Hubgood of Webster
ecialify said she . became "closet
conscious" after learning what or_ganlzation rand closet accessories
can do in keeping clothes in good
condition. As a, result, she changed the placing_ of rods for better
hanging space, then added shelves for storing shoes and boxes.
Hangers were'padded and shoulde
erettes made %for clothing protection and hat and storage boxes
papered to make attractive closetsIn Franklin county. Mrs. Bronston Kenny, county clothing leader
of homemakers clubs, reported
that a' estimated- savings of $3,-;
1_97 had been made in sr+..n
months through home sewing. Women -reported making 1.030 garments, making over 364; and reMing 7,147 other pieces.

Jim's

Joste

Mi
Ga
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NE
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loafer
starin
night'
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predii
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This authentic early American reproduction is Arne of the most
popular items in Westmoreland's crystal andestiby line, 10
Inches tall.

Economy Hardware Stot.e

then

Idyl-Mom, 1:3

.sendin
134-

- FAV2$ieh,sgivese

were pposed to chuck the delegate or andy!lan under the chin
and say,
hat does that mean'!"
Almost ever
the idea It

all/be fads on

WAI

—ThrC

careful
under
in nor
one of
The
banks

flowlm

A

Proven

Ester Fornelcition of 2,4-D

wifr;""a
ness
a boat

Use only 1/4 to 2 pints per acre ... In 5 gallons
of water, or less! Won't harm growing grains,

did—which was
ans. the badger

oisomm

KILL WEEDS in wheat, oats, barley, rye. corn. and
ai-r the cTope are up ... without harm!
Proved on more than 500,000 acres in 1947!

6.1 .

would say, "in ski signaling language-safe water,"
FRU SULLITINS. Ask for them- get all the tansbefore
buy any 2.4-0 weed killer. Agricultural
'Some said. -oh. yeah, and walkWeed-No-More gives you results!
.c,daaeety and others sal. -That's
what I told you." And al took
walk
POODUCTSNERWIN-WILJIAMS REMO=
So you see. You've gotta be
A citizen of -the U S for 14 years
MIZELL & COMPANY
and native-born as well. Have-a
Dealer in General Merchandise
friend with a million And a lot
of other things. Harry Truman M.4
"- TARRY, Manager
..N
Dexter, Ky.
says it's .worth the bother. Miryhe it is
you

4

r

WAREHOUSE UNLOADING SHOE SALE
Ws a fact! We's e really hit'
new highs in shoe ,a1c. during
this event. But th.•re's still time
for you to share in the big savings.

B
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To be continucdt
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We've Topped All Our Previous Sales Records in This -

DEMOCRACY-lob:4m

!Fri!

OF SAVINGea\
•

.

•

I

The

RVING

THE OLD PROVERS
tS AS APT TODAY
AS we4EN THE
L4TTLE GIRL
. WORKED
,HER SAasPLER.• To LEARN NW-ONLY
HER NEEDLEWORK AND
LETTERS bur HABITS
OF NkATNESS AND
PATIENT INDUSTRY.

;

Also. .! you • want to Mile $75.0030_1
ara`at4ent
gets: you've gut to *ink .about

bid** Little dinky things don'
do---Dewey's. people came out with
a six-Inch across. -job. Saying not
I
much more theft.just _Al)ev,Ty"
Well. those Taft.people outdid
. with a .boWaY_ .pin that rail.
up -t.. eight indies'Than cniciffled
edge is, onarneleil *edge.'• , • •
That' give- the 'Ohio -folks
enough for a little reading matter
to -think about an the -way home—
"America desePees..the best." A
' The Stassere crown came up this

juice,
(i
ivp4.44'civertheirtomato
.1 suslieet-.ritien op hiared..a col, !ray cheering section with: "Sias' sety-Stass.• Sterility Stass you eat
the eras?. we'll win'with. our

PPS

•
•
ArIrsv en••a VW SW.
•
;

OF

•

•••••••4•1106.C.

411r.

• •

sn kJ. N

C or,1 E T H

1-1Pi

(-redo. Mr Stassen.'wasn't
on hand And tater, also to • hi's
t edit. he had no.Comment
' ArC Vandesibcrit of Michigan',
boys thosischt-up-a--good arre-Th-sy
I passed outi trol,tons. which .. seer
to be more tornmon than brotherly
love ,in Philadelphia right -'sco•-%
that 'were white on red.- Dow.
:
.
there. vhere everybody could se;
It sift","'The' hell tolled two,"..-Yott

1
..7

_
tijr, 1,er

• 'T`r-t:e• ""-",

ANKLET BALLERINAS
•:1 417tnr
- •
$ 98
Leather
Uppers
•
Red, Mack or
•
• A n Whits
!•14tn
vss
.
ool r.. slnholl.t•Lrolo.r.lnable 41.40Irrican

.

-MURRAYTAND COMPANY

• .
-•attcs--TotroCilreoietsae3tiEW-s4emPriegyggetssWagrAgginstagmaam.

sc'''-e4atemilfft!oerlet.

•
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W. C. HAYS

°item Phone 1082

Home Phone

.iarsaaew

547-J

$4"

You hate five styles From ehich to choose at this
one low price. Good quality elk leather uppers with
stitched rubber soles and heels. Sizes 6 to 12.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
One block ncKth of College campus, 7room house. Five rooms, utility room on
Trilst floor, 2 rooms second floor. Hardwood floors thrpughout, 2 gas furnaces.
This house is rniirri,in, every respect.
Large lot and on be bought for $1200
less than it cost to build it.
One block west of College, 5-room •
house, with full sAzt basement, furnace
heat. This house is modeth throughout.
Lot 72x260.
On South,9th St., 4-room house, modern throughout. Lot 75x184. Possession
with deed,'$4000.00.

Men's, Young Men's SPORT SHOES
•
• Moccasin Toes
Wiry Tips and
•
Perforated
•
• Good QualityToes

•II .511.
4 In 9

year. with Ittenetblng -that might
give an old-comer the shitanfellt tr
he wasn't up to new tangled sniff
Dee.er guests at the Bellevue
Stratfor-d. the GOP headquarters.
40

'teen

CHILDREN'S SANDALS
Sizes 3 to 6
Sises.fili to 8
Sizes 81 2 to 12
t to 3
Sizes "1-21'

111140PS FOB INFANTS
Sizes 1 to 4
1.98
Sizes 4½ to .52.49 -

S1.98
$2.49
52.98
$3.98

.. .

il - II
All white newish. far IS. 1,111•11r.
I rat lo r
I rn.Mr,
Miele *4 fond wire let r
rubber Of rnInttoe•Ililon Ont.,

BOYS' TENNIS SHOES

Sizes 61%2 to s,52.98
These white hi-tops
are the famous Dill's
Health shoes. Choice
of plain or moccasin toe styles. Smooth, good quail.
ft genuine elk !reline uppers with stitched leather
stiles. Well made for comfortable Wear. Etononiicall% priced to fit tour Midget!

MEDIUM WEIGHT WORK SHOES
$398
lint),,.,n r1451
patio ,t• op
t $
tral krr
nub
nenulne
per•
1
NrInferred
lunnle.
110.4111
Vanheel tool tor 4.AM.
ono ro Wort sake. rull lining.
UP., II 1. 5;
1414ra 7 In
tl,a In C.

Men's idles 61 1 to 10

911

$2.49

1,11.4"Ito
nr1

.1o0., In

I.rnoinr

alit.. 0.1..
leul'Irr
I0141:
noel

oon•rr•
rirrewa
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Million Dollar
Gate Expected
Fight Tomorrow

14-5 at a betting center In Ne- face.
•
wark. N. J. and 14-5 was reported
"Can't use the oars," the guide
• from Philadelphiawhispers. "No noise. please. Don t
This trend contradicted weekend strike a light. SO smoltlng."
predictions by bookies,
—The lout-flea' vdni.mties-orouncl- •
cast that increased support foe bend in tRe river, through an arch:ay and inta still another eaVere.
Walcott
would
hammer down the vi,
By JACK CUDDY
odds to 2-1 by Wednesday.
ous -room- The only sound is. the
United Press Sports Writer
An informal poll of 27 sports soft swish of the boit's bow part NEW YORK, June 22. (11131—As writers at 20th Century headquar- ins the water of ,the unseen river,
and
the occasional spTash - Cf
Joe Louis and Jersey Joe Walcott .ters disclosed they favored
Louis,
water - drops from somewhere
loafed about 'their camps today, 21 to 6.
above.
storing up energy for tomorrow
Walcott, the 34-year-old chalMght's return title fight at Yankee
You want to ask about the
lenger. was scheduled to break
Stadium, Herman Lewin of the
Which
frequently
camp at Grenloch, N. J. after din- earthquakes'
20th Century Club's box office
ner tonight and motor into New shake this part of the world, and
predicted:
York. He will remain at a down- about the active volcano of Nagau"The gate will go close to a
town hotel until--the weigh-in at ruhoe above you and a few miles
$1 000.000."
Madision Square
tomor- to the southeast. Instead, you hang
He said more- than $60,000 worth
on to the side of the boat and
row.
of tickets were sold yesterday and
strain your eves for a sight of
Louis,
who completed training
"the demand is simply terrific"
something—anything.
The U. S. weather bureau was yesterday with four rounds of
"Stars".Couse Out
less enthusiastic. though not pes- sparring against four mates at
You art rewarded. As the' boat
J, will break
simistic. It forecast: "Wednesday Pompton Lakes,
moves ahead, a pale glow begins
partly cloudy, ouite warm and camp at 11 a.m. tomorrow and to manifest itself.
The sires of
drive
into
New
York.
humid, with moderate to souththe cavern become faintly visible
The
champion weighed 213 pounds and
west winds."
the black surface of the river
However, the scattered showers yesterday • He expected to scale begins to reflect
sheen of light.
tore-vast for today might dampen between 214 and 215 tomorrow.
Then you are in the' presence of
the ardor of would-tie ticket pur- Walcott, who finished training a pbenomenon almost past
descripSunday, will register 'about 194 1-2. tion. The
chasers.
cavern ceiling is alight
Joe expressed confidence, he with a
As workers erected the ring and
soft green-white illomipaseating layout at the Stadium. said, "I think ..1 can .min. I've' tion as of a million
stars. Some
always
.been
able to Solve a fight- are dim, some bright
%here 50.000 fans were expected
as energetic
tomorrow night. the sentiment of er's style the second time I met little flaShlights.
SomF turn off betting men and snorts writers him."
and ,on.
swung more heavily toward Louis,
Louis repeated his promise to
The _twinkling effect is heighten,sending the price from 12-5 tol retire after tomorrow night's fight ed by reflecting in the
ripple in
York,--tt—went to I —"w1h, lbse or
Inc fisl'er causc7d EY—the progrecs
of your boat. A million jewels are
above and around you, the entire
cavern alight with their scintillating luminescence.
This is the glow-worn grotto or
Waitomo, and these are the. glowWAITOMO. New Zealand (UP)
"Step. in please, the tall young worms._
—Three persons tread their way guide whispers. "quitely."
Hunt Their Prey
They are carnivorous and they
You are in the boat. You push
carefully along, a 'passageway far
tinder the surface of the earth here away into the darkness, and look are hunting theh- prey. the small
In northern New Zealand. You are back rather unceitainly at the dim fies that follow the ciairse of the
light by the landing stage, now river In from its emergence from
one of therm
the outchairs a limg way4 oft
The trio comes finally to the eeceding.
Na Nollti, Please
"I'll tell you a. little about them
banks of an underground rives.
The guide stands erect and pulls now." the guide says. "although
flowing silently through cavernous
kit2m. There La a landing stage the boat upstream by a rope fast- any sound will cause a large seedies light cutting the black- ened at intervals to the walls. Yotl lion of them to douse their lights.
"Each worm is about "ari inch
ness for a few feet. and revealing can't see It: but you occasionally
feel its wet strands against your and a half long and is encased in
a boat alongside.
-e-

& TIMES,.MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1-goilng to be tiatil he's trained. .
. . Some people v hen* buying a dog
s prefer -to make their selection from
• among the .20-breeds listed by the
Ins of --Working dogs, since
mast of thsTn have been bred_ over

why they make such excellent does right and reproving when he
pets. Therefore. to train a dog to
does wrong. When he barks try to
attack' without making him vicious
go
is extremely 041,U:ult. However. it . __ to him at once. But don't reis seldom that a person really prove him too' much if he' is barkneeds a dog trained in this way. ip,g at the newsboy. Mike it clear
long periods for such
specific In fart, except under unusual cir- that this boy is a friend of yours
4ties as hering,
el
guarding and cumstances. it is probably much and in time he will probably get
lice work. Among members of better to have a dog that,. only the idea. However, if he's barking
this group are such popular breeds b5rks because even the best train- at a stranger praise him extrava83 the Boxer. Collie. Bull-stiff. ed dogs may occasionally mistake'
gantly so that he'll understand
Germais Shepherd .and pOOrman ' a friend for an enemy with unfor- he's doing right.
11.
tunate results.
Pinscher.

s

<

If you're going to traln'your dog
Still other dog owners point out
that, the . terriers and bully, al-' to bark and not attack then your
though they ,come under different next consideration is whether you
classification make excellent guar- want an inside.- or an outside
qians, particularly if they're to be watchdog. Naturally, in choosing
[
kept inside ,the, house.
an outside watchdog climate must
Our own opinion is that just be._ considered. Short-haired dogs
• about any breed or' mixture of shduld not be kept out for long
•isreeds can be taught. to be a good Periods in northern winters partiwatchdog if you're milling to take cularly if their tour of duty is at
the time and.. trouble in training. night.
The sex of the dog makes little
.Watchdogs may be roughly divided into three cl.osess The dogs difference. Some males are bolder.
trained to attack strangers ap- but on the other hand, females are
' proschine, yaur
prePerty: dogs iess apt to leave home to go
trained to bark at strangers ap- roaming or courting. The larger
proaeninj your laroperty. and dogs dog, of course, has the advantage
trained to gark at petitions entering of a more Lormidable appearance.
or attempting to enter the house
Most dogs, large or small, will
.First of all, teaching 'a dog t4 bark at strangers. Teaching them
attack is a job for a professional to discriminate between strangers
trainer. It's a long and difficult and friend is the only problem.
task because dogs. do not attack , Like almost all
training it comes
rnen naturally, which is one reason down to praising
when the dog'
•

parden

Quiet River of Living 'Stars' Runs
Deep Underground in New Zealand

PAGE THREBI

ALL-AROUND PERFORMER—Al Lawrence of the CalifOrn:
Institute of Tcelmology is a .§ure-fire bet to' represent.
U.S. In the Olympic decathlon.- Here he practice, the cttrr-7-7
throw-at Pagaden.a. A top perfermer-in all 10 track and f__. -•
events, LaArente is exp:cted to sweep the decathlon in Lot
summer Olympics.

Improved. pre-fabricated grain.
bins developed 'oy federal department of agriculture research provided a practical means of longtime storage of grain on farms.'

LOOK!

LOOK!

Will Pay Fri. and Sat. Only
27c
Heavy Hens
Leghorn Hens
16c
Fryers, 21/i lbs. and up 38c
12c
35c

Cox
Eggs

Highest market price for
Beef Hides
Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice

Boggess Produce Co.
South 13th St.
Phone 441
Residence Phone 1034

They're Rushing To

LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT
to see the
Selection of Guaranteed Cars
at Lowest Prices
\b,

1947 FORD, 4-dcor. Nice and clean.

1942 CHEVROLET, Club Coupe,
Runs well.

K/ licenses.
dio and heater.

1539 PLYMOUTH, 2-door.
/
1938 CHEVROLET, 2-door St dard. Radio and beater. Runs well.
19-11 FORD Pick-up. Nice/4nd clean throughout.

II

WANTED:
To buy nice, clean

LAWRENCE'USED CAR LOT

1936 - 1948 models,
any make.

lime of OARANTEED USED CARS
201 llefple
Phone 150

Ky.

YOUR LAWN WILLT
.
O45-It ITS BEST.
IF
YOU HAVE YOUR LAWN AND
PORCli FURNITURE .
RE-COVERED IN SUN-FAST
MATERIALS

AWNINGS not only beautify your home, but they
keep the hot summer sun
out. Two grades of material, made to measure.

On The Highways UP 50%

KG- CUP FOR BIG CliANW—Azumafuji,.a 350-pounder,
hds the trophy he won as Japan's new wrestling champion.
The big fellow carne out on top at the end of an 11-day,
tournament staged In Tokyo.
1

AND •
MADE TO ORDER VENETIAN BLINDS and Win• dow Shades; both in popylar colors and materials.
•

Tailored Seat Covers
Convertible Auto
Tops
CALL 61-W FOR

a. plactic-hkr capsule half oriel
as long. The 1101111 and the 'cap.
side are both glass-like and yet
.can see through each: when I hol'i
a light) close in a moment you ia .11.
see through the body of the worm
to .its vital organs, and will ri
the light in its tail, "'We don't know what causes the
light, except that it is 41
phorous. It seems to be definitely'
dectric. The w
light on or off at wil and caa!
regulate the brillianee. The -hung-1
tier, he Ls. the brighter the light."'

ESTIMATE

HERE IS THE

DOG

•

REASON WHY

;

•

,•

1.
TALES
THE

WA 111 /11106
41/I Tars Farley

04
/

-

/

•

Many cars today are 4 years old or older. And whether
we realize it
or not, practilally every one of those cars — yours
included — may have
a bent frame, axle or wheel, or dangerously worn
steering parts, or
wheel% that are dynamically un-balanced. Those are
major causes of
our mounting accident toll, records prove.
They make tires wear quickly and unevenly, causing sudden blowouts and loss of
steering control
... and disaster.

In Illinoia, simptome of 12
.
0ron

Murray Tept And Awning Co.
es_

Bue_n_a Nista
-**--

By FRANK C.

-A
question thaf were frequently
more frequent obasked is. "What type, of ade is best
served .i.i alfaltf—thFtt- In other tot a watchoog?"
legume crops '
To which yx• often 'reply. 'What
Farms of more Ulan 1.000
type of un Takes_ the -host :kid tbe United Stales accouseed,
diets?" The logical answer, to that
for .40 tier cent .of the total farm
is one who ,is reasonably aggregland compared with less than a
sive, intelligent, and possesses a
fourth 25 years agiz
i normal amount of that nebulous
Pieacho Peak in southelar Asical a I ty: knov noes "bravery."
sona Is the Ate of 9w-only baffle
The esiet trialilln_ntIgums .44r.p 44e.4.
-ef the erett-i'farlyerftht IYr ATITT.to. t
essary for a good v,.sitchdog. And
Grub-infi•stic74 -cattle, are a heavy
just. like the potential solder. you
annual lop to the liviesiock IndusriocTii watchdog is
_ can't tcill-KoNv gtry.
.
.
. •,

That's why every car — yours included — needs
Safety Check-up and Correction, now, before accident strikes. Get that check up here today
on our Bear Equipment, quickly, accurately, reasonably.

shortage are

our Bear

Then, you will not only be safe, but you will get
UP-TO-DOUBLE tire mileage.

COME IN TODAY — DON'T DELAY

ROBERTSON

8-0Z. OVZRAL,LS
Murderous prospectors, mad
for gold, hod robbed Josie

MENa
BOYS

Pennington of the I.fe she had
traveled
thousand miles to
live. True, she hadn't loved

ten

Jim Blosham, but the lot of a
mail-order bride was br;ght

Bear Safety

'239

SAME AS DAD'S,
2tó46

$1 75

DRAPER 8e,-DARWIN STORE a'

compared with the lonely existence she now faced. Yet

fortune held strange surprises
for those who braved the gold
rush—and Josie was the kind
of girl whom fortune did not
pass by. A thrilling serial story
of romance on the range, beginning

fit

Sanfori7ed Shiunk
HIGH OR
, LOW BACK

Service

advertising messages
appelitutgularly in the
Saturd4 Evening Post
and Time. Heed them.

Get extra tire mileage
and make yours "The
Accident. That Didn't
Happen."

LETTER BOXES
ARE ,BACK

STARTED SATURDAY IN LEDGER & TIMES

Billington-Jones Motor Co.

in Two Sizes

tz-Y

Incorporated

LEDGER 8c— TIMES

Murray, itaaimairy

Telephone 170

040100isimistoso.
Alf
•

"at
.

—

2-1-4.*‘%sTagliKiNtaa

;• -••••.^.4.4-Aaam*-4E-"M.......T.3--1,',./6...........:Caltaatairiatalalar..-:;1'..
.
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•
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Club News

Women's Page

•

JO

2. :What mother asked Jeau‘that
hen two sohs might sit one- on. the
right hand ;.the otlarr .on the left
with him- in the kingdom'? _
Tuesday June 32
3. From what animals :were the '
The Mt Hebron Woiat'ifs Society! trumpets made that were blowThe OES will hold its regular
• of Christian Society met at tlaa e hen Joshua surrounded Jericob! monthly meeting at 8.15. This will
: church Wednesdal, June 1-6, at, 11 .4. On top of What-rock did Stimp- be preceded with a pat luck sup:sciclock.
ian got"
per at the Masonic Uall at 640.
•
5. Ho wif man distinguished from
The program vi
ire follow,:
Thursday, Jane 24 Songs,
far the Sight as! all other animals?
The Magaizme Club will meet at
Coming," and :'Set Ily and By":
6. Why was Adam and Eve redevotional by Mrs. C.a. aisa-nr: The moved triad the garden of Eden. 3:00 pin. with Mrs Jack Beale on
Olive street.
blaiic of God Hirai You. Miss' 7. To
what high priest 'did HanGayle Smith. poem.":dra kdd Bill- nah bring
young Samuel
Monday. June 28
ington: Ligh'
. Frances Fuqua:: 8. What did the
poor offer'as sicthe Bible stialy was condueted by ' -;fires ,for their tresspasses7.
The. Zeta Department of the MurMrs. Mary Hendrick.
ray Woman's Club will meet at
Study the 3rd chapter of James.
be canThe July Bible study w
TI, 's-iincy will meet
ith %Ira 6:30 at the Citv Park far a picnic
, ducted by ,Mrs. Seneol... Watson 0 T. Guar at Brewers Wednesday, supper. All ropmbers are, urged to
read;
'July 14.
.1. Who chase to safe: at:la-tams' Visitors were 'aliases Gayle Smith,
With the people at C J
u te en - Evylyn and Ann Lou Ooeres.
Naval Air Reserve pilats flew
t.r a seal403'. tht plea:apes el.
- •15 man hour; in training operason?
RIAD THE ti. t'SiFIEDS.
tions in one month if 1347.

Social Calendar

q u....stmos

U.

-

2.98 BLOUSES
white bleb

ergot

4
,
04tar

diaap

TUE&
LT!

• LOCALS
Ma_ and Mrs. Hall Hood and Miss
Hazel- Hood sperli last weekend In
Montgomery. Ala., with Dr. and
Mrs. Oliver Bosad:
••

•

Min Ann Curry. Memphis, arrived List Sunday to spend the
week with Mr And Mrs. Foreman
Graham. Other guests in the Graham residence over the weekend
were Mrs. Herman Broach and
daughter Judy of Oklahoma City.
• •

SEWINC
and rdi
talents
chines.
the Ba
Store ei

Mrs. Kate Kirk, Mrs. Ed Filbeck,
Mrs. Will Whitnell and Mrs. Walter
Taylor shopped in Paducah yesterday.
• •

ROWLA
Service
Experie

Mn. Frank Albert Stubbleflek:
and daughter Frankie are in Louisville for a few days.

Street.

tee. Ph
one bl

FOR G
Metal
maiden.

r. 10

H. M.
Rock
10.5 G

KY•
doesmeee

GIRL OF THE HOUR
... wears a patal-white
Doris Dodson blooming
with lace-touched seal.'
lops. Tiny twin buttons
march down the front
on rayon Sweepalot.
7-16
*10.95
•

Ska.os Scott's
"The Fashion Shop for Women"

Tout
lioNTB
,

brobarletb

Irstrisa. rade with 4.044 sake rad
ru'rWall trini Frt., P•s (oiler sr/
lark reloemo
.
. and
pretty

and

Weddings

Mr and Mrs. Harry Sluter and
daughter Judy and Miss Betty Ann
Rogers have returned from Lake
City. Iowa, where they visited
Mr arid Mrs. Ralph Gingles. MrsGingles was the former Miss June
Sutter.
MIXING, IT AGAIN - Georges Carpentier. retired French
••
fighter, mixes It up outside the ring,in his Paris cocktail
Joe Ragers. recent graduate of
bar. After bang kayoed y Jack Dempsey in 1921, CarpenMurray Treining School. is emtier returned to France, retired, and opened a bar. The
ployed with the Chrysler Motor
Germans closed it during the occupation, but Georges
'Cfompani in Detroit, Mich, for the
reopened it about a year ago,
summer months. He. plans to return to Murray this fall to enter
Murray State College.
when sealed, food on top often is not harmful..
Remarks:
1 Faded fooa is alright to eat
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Fenton
-1i- no gas, off-odor or t. Cloudiness often indicates
and children of Lafayette. Ind. if thole
spoilage. Flat sour and botulinum
a
arrived Saturday evening by plane cloudy liquid._
2- It ii 'usually considered that spoilage are often accompanied by
to visit with her parents. Mr and
cloudiness
Mrs Gus Farley. Mr Fenton. ?r- the deeper the color, the more
2 Look for disagreeable odor:
eel% ed his B. S in air transporta- loofa value present.
Boil 15 minutos before testing
tion at Purdue University June 43, Floating Fruit
••
liquid is cloudy.. If food doesn't
Prevention:
Mrs Jim Andrus: who has been
Nvuld using ,overripe pro, smell or taste normal after heating, it should be discarded.
visiting relatives• in the city, weisS uctsYellow
Deposita (Snip beans.
ti, Mayfield. Monday. for a brief
2 Fill container full of fruitstay with the family ...if her sun.
3. Do not use too much sugar. Greens, and Asparagus)
Prevention:
Tin Farmer. before returning to
4- Have food hot when"seeledf
her home in Detroit.
,5- Do. not overlook or process too
1. May be caused by a chemical
tring
•
reaction of the sugar and a comMrs. Ralph Wear. Mrs. W aE King.
plex organic compound.
Remarks:
Miss Reubie Wear, were in Paducah
I If no gas or off-odor is pres- 2. May be due to soil and clitoday, guests at the 0. F. Perdue ent.- food is safe Co eat.
matic conditions during growthfamily.
Remarks:
2_ Overcookmg causes loss of
• •
'1. The little yellow specks or
food value as well as texture.
Mrs. Jane Sexton Atkins of Mc- Teagineas or Hardness
Kenzie. Tenn.. spent the weekend
Prevention:
in the home of her father. Mr. J.
1 Avoid using underripe fruits
D. Sexton, West Main street
or too mature vegetables.
2 Do not use hard water for
.„
syrup or3:‘ Salt contains large *Mounts
•
of Calcium or tnagbesium cause'
toughness.
OU AND
4. Process proper.length of time
5- Certain varieties of vegetables
which are not adaptable to canning often become hard or tough.
Remarks:
1. Do not use soda to soften
vegetables it destroys food value
Cloudiness in Lieuid
Prevention:
I. Starch conttent in too mature
peas and beans causes cloudiness117 RACE= SOW1AN111
2 Poor canning varieties cause
sews Dasnanstratkin Agent
cloudiness
3 Sort or grade carefully before
This is a continuation of last precooking.
weeks' discussion on why canned
4. Use soft water.
food may be of poor quality:
5. Do not use free-running salt.'
.Faded Feed
6 In case of fruit, poor quality
Prevention:
sugar. overripe fruit results in
I. If in jars, store in a dark cloudiness.
107 - S. Fourth Street
place.
7. In case of krout or dill pickles,
2 If in_ tin cans use "R" enam.1 fermentation cause cloudiness It
cans for berries, beets- and cherries
3 Use verities that do not lose
color when canned.
4 Fresh tender products retain
color best.
5 Contents are pot hot enough

We've Mode Neu" Soite,4- Records With These Values

WAREHOUSE UNLOADING SALE.

deposits are found several weeks the deposits dissolve
to 6 months after canning. When pear.
jar Is shaken or contents heated

Activities

wir..twis, Editor- PHONE 874-M

Mt. Hebron W.S.C.S.
" Holds Meeting At
. church Wednesday-;
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ALL SUMMER DRESSES

S4.95 BLOUSES

Styled to,wear today, here are truly
bright fashions to make you the focal point
of interest. Select your favorite dress today
at the new low price.

$298
errp.• sod laimate• ‘illdaka
erre . . . oftlit lore cellars. IS
Jabots. round and
..4•• .
sham and ran •1••••••
aalid %Wile
mak.. as.. and sold
autosa ,a
IL••••

FARMER-GIBBS DRESS SHOP

Crash Go Prices Again! More

COOL SUMMER DRESSES

4eyes more room than ever before

•

t teem a lamaii. %lk r
7.1:. and aa.9Z. Sample kaam
'.me Thiae Glarnoroie. SI? le, to
los •t
pit

Flying ants may be termites possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
the extent of tacsaate damage in
your property. Don't delay, call
today!

AND

.',rd

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262

9
5

.*••••-1
oll. they
ati-t

Aloasaasaal
06.0 V•Ilo•
79
,

$3.98 RAYON SLIPS

TOrrsaix

Gorr.

•

▪

ary
ertised asMlais
i Psd'

lite

sizNand
e. road 'eatra sizes
seek mid
nrcka square'
Peek-a-P.a. necklines . •...
cape en!..irs and aleefira . . .
aline, end cep 'lease, slim
iiid full ar lag skirt!, ••110
drapes.' -front and hick pep.. thy
- iessil
luI.
can't rei•.i and inmporSolid
stale:
sant mummer
rai4ir aqua. yellosamink and
. . . inotinfonee• floral
"tants and stripes;

1.411

MIPACs. Wellatleo

$298

a

111
/
2 cubic feet of
food storage that fits in
kitchen space of a "9"!

'TGP TERMITE DAMAGE
$5
9
5

$

Phone 58-W

igidaire
REFR/GERATOR
116
'''before could you get so much food refrigeration
Ctspocity - 111
/
2 Cu. ft.' in such a small kitchen area. Takes
no more space than ordinarily required by a 9 on ft.
refrigerator.

- and has all these features:
Zailorod. 4.Rare and lare lottnotod
Mir. with waked %oar. doable ttir
•hoolder strap.
loaners
r.testolii wows a: to ii .
mniti!ilarent
aka..
....I
knit
•al.n avid I

%%hit. and tearer. onion 'sr.."
knit. matillelripo trivet WOO Pr
11.1444. sod
it 1....-11-11

•o,n•. oo•
•ntall. ...Oki..

35C

Rear .
.
I!. end.

39c

marooth
biro•,

COTTON ANKLETS

knitted tars.

011errprlord rain-

ateipro

•1....44

'•Sort

owners
and del

laepor.froate.

1`

.4e6 More Frigidaire:
Serve in More American Haines
Than Any Oilier ReMgerater

14411-bottl• sorts

This ye
, ,Pontipc
C

Johnson Appliance Company

Phone 214

aiod

Year al

I•orao• Troy

_, •rall-oldIA,
Nydro•or •ritk Oar ter

109 North Fifth

orrod
fat . . . 1•Ino
f en. gni •
ISO..
Doren. fini•lt
/Orr 001 •
I. IU1 .
.11 Tv. pas441.,

•11111-poreolson insid• arOth stain.
lore pertefoin on bottort
•

•
SHROAT BROS.
Meat Market

and l•rs•

Sun.,.
eense
.
a • Ivo*

•oil•

Cninekoloo Trays rota
loran, Cab* Moles.

•Illk•lki-porpar•

Al

Come In Today
and see the
FRIGIDAIRE

•/schwas

Used Fats
Scrap Iron
Metal
Batteries
Hides

69c RAYON PANTIES
•inne le
loolrio

•hoar° Inottit-allisor

WE BUY

South Alid. Square

4

First, ii
Motors
world's
advanci

•

Phone 56

206 Ea,
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'
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usiTHE ansvitli

ELL

and Save Money
FOR SALE-175 feet of 3-8" copper tubing in one piece. Faucet on
ohe end and 3-4" fitting on the
other. Call 374-M.
Ju 22c.

For Sale

Notices

SEWING MACHINES Bought, Sold
ELECTION NOTICE—An election
and repaired. Button hole attachwill be held July 12 at 7:30 p.m. at
ments and parts for all make ma- FOR SALE-1935 Plymouth.. Price
the County Extension Office to
MO.—Bill
Wright,
Barracks,
Vets
chines. There will be an agent at
elect three directors for the Calthe Barnett & Kerley Firestone 13-1, nssar Health Bldg.
Ju 24p
loway County Fair.
Ju24c
Store each Wed. Phone 135. Jn22c
- '
LIVING ROOM SUITE for sale— WE SPECIALltlk in COUNTRY
ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and Almost new. Predominately blue. HAM. steaks, chops and
plate,
Service. New and used equipment. Four pieces. Call 1184-M or, see lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Experienced. Money back guaran- J. D. Murphy at S. 15th St. Ju24c Rudy'i Restaurant
tee. Phone 993-J. Hazel Highway,
one block south of Sycamate
Street.
Jy7e

For Rent

1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
LC140111

1 -Mart of
punctuation
11-To exclude
9-To dangle
13-Tlae 45 states
13-Chemical aural
14-More i mire I
15-Uncanny
111-1.1nliu
IS-Earnest money
In Scotland
70-Wrongs
31 -To regain
poasesmon
73 -Mountain crests
24-Ttme past
36-Leas distinek

Recipe Of The Week

4149WER'Fl) PRE,V1Olift

erzzit

I get over there I'll concentrate
six or eight hours a day on my
practice. My game should be even
better for the open than when I
won the amateur."
Stranahan under those conditions will be far from a long ,shot.
He finished second last year to
Fred Daly, missing a tie by only
one stroke, and this time he's
going there with fire in his eyeA physicalculture addict since
he was 16, Frank is fit 170 pounds,
clean cut and clear eyed He's confident that he will uplicate Jones'
1930 "British slam"— and that
chance meeting on a New York
street corner may have provided
the spark.

21-Addittonal
39-8pame
30-Helen's city
34-Where food is
kept
fl-Femaie sheep
39-Pecullsr tone
41 -Redbreasts
43-Vegetable
44-54ands out cards
4$-Food flah of
Atlantic Mask
47-Impudent
60-Hideout
51 -Able
52-More exact
53--Street.'abbot
54-Pismire
55- Wild men
DOWN

't 1 . 5
S
a
9
1-13111lard inlet
Desserts which can be made
2-Unit
FOR GUARANTEED Permanent
It
3
-Bar window
early in the day and require no
4-Watered attic
Metal Weatherstripping or blown FOR RENT--3-roorn turn shed a6-Ciave fit remq
last
minute
preparation
before
7
partment
bath
with
downstairs. 316
insulation installed by experts call
unction
serving ate the choice of wise hos6-Pla ere to sleep
H. M. Scarborough, 1011 or 409-J. N. 4th St.
lp
t9
20
7-Cuckoo
esses. A recipe for such a dessert
Rock Wool and Weatherstrip Co.,
6-To venerate
About 200 acres of ;rain° clover
is strawberry
bavarian
9-851p's spur
cream
Ti
73
105 Gatlin
LAPP
OUP masseuse
Building, Murray,
11011.- /113:1
10 -Par...v.1.y
were seeded in Carlisle county this
from the College of Agriculture
11 -To conjecture
K.Y•
Jy 17e get the business.
spring, scarcity of seed preventing
and Home Economics, University
17-To turn outward
76 13 -Politfcal exile
a greater sowing.
of Kentucky,
'I -Mole •heeP
"78 Wsa
,./.'30 3, 52.
,?.5
n
Strawberry Bavarian Cream
23-Measure of
r
"7
1 envelope unflavored gelatin
electricity
.,. q'
26-- Insane
1-4 cup cold water _
28-Arin joint
-.2
1-2 cup boiling .water
31-Put forth again
WE HAVE PLENTY OF WHEAT AND
32-To possess
Z."
1 cup crushed betrTes
33 -Affirmati7e
GRAIN BAGS
35-Druk-vieldlua
3-4 cup sugar
herb
NO CHARGE FOR BAGS WHERE -WE
L teaspoon lemon luice
447
34-Cooka
35-Hoppers
i cup. heavy cfeatit
BUY YOUR GRAIN
„—
39-intake
51Pinch of .tapt . '40-Aspects
Vt gt
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU SELL
42-Sound of bugle
Soften the gelatin in cold water,
44-Slight deprearklutiR
Its
46-Enthusnut
dissolve in *boiling water. Chill uncon
til partially set. Beat until frothy-.
1106 b• I
48-We4ght of Incite
•
Murray, Kentucky
49-Years iabbr
Add sweetened crushed berries ,
and lemon juice. Mfg' well. Fold
Our
JUDGE'S APPROVAL-A group of four-year-old judges in
in whipped cream. Chill until set,
ifer
Beverly
Calif., selected "Miss Beverly Hills Of 1960'
fn mold oiled with soft fat. Serve,
with whole sweetened berries.
from a line-up of contestants whose ages ranged from two
By OSCAR FRALEY
tha nit Was 1.1t month when he
Other berries or peaches may
to five ycars. Toni Lynn Bell, 5, walked off with the title
United Press Sports Writer
captured the British amateur.
be usLd.
and best wishes. from judge' Jon Hajarian.
Menu: Roast leg of lamb with
NEW YORK, June 22- 41.11'1.
"I'm done being talked out of
mint sauce, browned potatoes, butInspired by an accidental' street titles," said the sturdy 26-year-old
%here. I had been. I started to
tered
asparagus, tossed spring
"I've been practicing hard with
corner
meeting with Bobby Jones. who looks like a movie star and
salad, biscuits, butter and strawlose my game."
the little ball," he said, -and when
his muscles whkh run a eo
handsome Frank Atranahan, the
berry bavarian cream
So Stranahan now has gone back
dead heat with his money "Tho32
Toledo muscle man, emplaned for pros gave
me a bail time for a to the practice grind, the endless t
England today with high hopes of while but I'm in the groove .now.:' hitting
of the shots which .made I
adding the British open crown to
Dapper in a conservative blue mechanical
masters of such stars t
his British amateur jewels.
suit, the weight Lifting golfer exas Ben Hogan and Byron Nelson.
Seeing that Jones, one-time em- plained that .when he first hit
That's why he feels he'll be bet- I
Raising turkeys and chickens peror
of the fairways, was the the tournament trail the pros all
ter when the fit Id tees off at'
apart is recommended by the Kenonly American ever to win them helpfully gave him hints.
NR. tucky College of
Muirfield. Scotland. next Monday
Agriculture and both In the
same year—during his
"But I kept changirg my swing over the same course on which
Horne Economics The black-head
1930 grand slam-'-"Muscles" felt until I didn't know
what
W4k9 , Walter 1
rit won -tn - 1929. The
ergataism .is . carried --by- both
-4,
•-•••0 -6,•••
that their . chance meeting was a doing," he Ilughed.
-Then they ?strong fId includes American
chickens and turkeys. It is not
good omen.
told me that I practiced too mt_let,_v yros Claude Harmon, Lawson. Lita serious disease of
nd to top it off, the heir to that I left my game on the first tle..Jimmy Thomson and Johnny
ir almost certain death to turkeys.
Therefore turkeys should not be automotive millions expected to tee. So I quit practicing. Suddenly. Bulla. but Frank thinks he has
raised with chickens or allowed have his game sharper for the open instead of finishing up there- high a "good chance"
to range on ground which chickens
_
504 Et Main Street
have used within the proceeding
And Carried His Own Trunk
By Ernie Bushmiller
Next to Dunn's Barber Shop
two yearsPHONE 596
About 500 acres of KA 31 fescue
CAN I KEEP HIM
in Ballard county will be sprayed
HE
with 2.4 D for weed control.
FOLLOWED ME

GRAIN BAGS

GOVT. ASSAULT
BOATS FOR
SALE

ns to $35

ROSS FEED COMPANY

Today's Sports Para de

SHROAT
BROTHERS

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

I am now open for business and can
print any job. work

Keep Chickens and
Turkeys Separated

WE SELL

Your Business Will Be Appreciated
CALL

RUBBER STAMPS

596

[

Ledger & Times

t

VALENTINE PRINTING CO.

NIkricy

mi HOME

5-3
c

i••5•
41
16••••11...... 5,11.r••• Ise
1.• •••} V S
Ca -OA

•411

ABBIE

an' SLATS

Beautiful Prisoner

By Raebsirn Van Buren
'I-CANT RUN--ANY
MORE, MARTYN. I'LL
COME--SACK---

Adding to its Reputations
Year after year. Pontiac:s revitation grows—as
owners spread the good word of its performance
and dependability.

It "is the most hr.:313031 of all Pontiacs. It is the
fincil periorming of JII`Pototrivs. It is the most
dependable of all Pontiac!.

This year is certain to add *trial luster to the
,Pontisc name -for the great car illgstrated here,
t_the. 1.248 -model', is the finest Pontiac ever built.

Consequently, we ati-certainIthit those who purit will he the most enthusiastic' of all
Pontiac owners -and their praises will add to an
already-great reputation for enduring satisfaction.

IC

4

First, it offers the performance luxury of General
Motors Hydra- Matic Drive-and it is the
world's lowest priced car with this plitnomenal
advance in easier,.Itsale convenient tnotpring.

chase

LI'L ABNER

They Have a Dismal Past Ahead of 'Em

w

ANC)AS WE FOLLOW MARTHA ANC)
THE OLD MAN- WE SEE THAT THE
STONE WALL CONCEALS-NOT AN
ESTATE-BUT A WHOLE COMMUNITYA COMMUNITY OF THE AGED- EXCEPT FOR THE Ef•EAUT-IFUL GIRL •

igLIALICEPAIM

AH TURNS ON TM'*ATOMIC
RAY
7..00P4.r.F- RACK
YO' FLASHES-BACK.BACK.
.
INTO TIME AN SPACE .'".1"—
„YORE WHOLE MIZZUBLE
LIFES WILL WHIP BY

UNTIL

By Al Capp
-UNTIL YO'
-AT ONE
SP
L ADVEN CHOOR, ELECTED
BY Ti-I'CRO,OL,
HEARTLESS
AMERICAN
PUBLIC f7

—

Better make your own next car a Pontiac.
Regardless of when you get it, you can he sure
it will be a great car and a great value.

*GM Hpilar-Alat.r Drive Builbt Goer* sad.11%* Sidnrall Tnet syslw.04.•.Jdiu..,.1 met

Main Street Motor Sales
'

206 East Main Street

Murray, Kentucky
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and Toby Runyois,. were supper
Mounta.in View News!guests
of Mrs and Mrs>/ttehard Self Insects on Tobacco
Hello everyone!
and family Sunday evening.
Can Be Controll
Bore ere
few 'news items:
I Virgaki Natiney visited., Orsd
_ _ ed _
.
'Mr. and' Mrs
Fut:her
:

Mrs. Lawlor said "more than a
-hundred" letters arrioed during her
two weeks' absenee. In the midst
of opening thm,stig_said she stiltArthur Minton and'
Saturday. Virgal
also
...,,obacco flea beetles eln be con- had not found "the right man,"
children from CinAnnati,
visited Bryan ?Janney: one day last trolV
-M by DDT dust applied at the
The blonde hateni... glut arrived
visiting Mrs Minton partnts. Mr I week.
rate of annul four pounds to the at La
• •
•
Guardia field yesterday from
and Mrs.
W. Wrye and telnily of I Mr: and- Mrs. John Martin 'and!I acre. accordieurta
,
prof. H. H. Jew- the Dominican Republica. She said
VARSITY THEATRE
I son and dauthtia; Johnnie. Jr. and ett
Murray', ,
of the Kentucky Experiment she founcl•-no pne there' who was
the'Ram." ilstir. 22 Min
Rev and Mrs Troy Outland an;411arbara. of Detroit. Mich., are ex- Station. Another contr.-61of
'Sign
a dust suitable and that "things didn't pan
cted soon to Visit, Me. Martin's containing one part of
visaing Bess Outland's mother.'
paris
cen out" with Danny Wicker, Daytona reatiare Starts: I:22-3:24-528-7.28.
Mrs. Noma OutlancCand fajnily of • mother Nfrr Elizabeth -Daniel of and five parts of arsenate' of lead;
-....Beach. Fla.. tavern owner
I Murray.
Murray, fioute'3.'
using about three pounds to :he
•
. There was a birthday dinner S....it- • Kentucky Tiller. rwish
you acre.
urday a week ago at MTS. Noma) would write to the Ledger and
Horn worms or tobacco worms,
Outlands. It was givX% honor ill Timssi I like to.read.Your news.
another tobacco pest.• may be picMrs. Noma Outland, bet r known • Blue Eyes and Blondie. I was sure ked off, or dusted with a mixture
i proud you%staYed all day with Lone of a
'lcuri4iNsirea".
pound of parts green and -six
Mr. a
Mr; Rishard Self\and! Hand Swidity. Do it again some- pounds of hydrated lime, used at
time
Soon.
L.:nay had as their Sunday dinnerl
the rate of seven to eight pounds
gusts Me and Mrs. Pete Self andi.,, Blue Bonnet Sue, why don't you to- the acre Or a dust may be
daughters Carrie and Clara, Self; keep on writing to the paper?'
made of a pound of parts green
COSTA RICA'S FIRST
add .Miss Ethel Fulcher. sister Of : Maks Ruth Fulcher quit her job and five pounds of arsenate of
Mrs. Richard Salt
OIS clerk at Otto Farris' .store at lead, used at the
LADY-Mrs. Jose Fig ueres.
rate of six pounds
Tiiby Runyon. Miss Margie Fut., Porterton.
wife Of Costa Rica's Presito the acre.
cher
and
Miss
Ethel
Fulcher
visited'
Rev, and
dent, arrived' in the U S.
J H Self of BirmCutworms are controlled by a
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Self and ingham. Alit'li;•
this week quitely in/ent
expected in soon poisoned bait made of a pound of !
and
Pearl
Bill Self Sunday after- to- visit his brut rs and
upon buying- someetCektefamilies parts ereen to 50 pounds of wheat
r
Mr. and Mrs. 'Richard Self and bran. Dampened to make a crumclothes for herself and
• Mr, and Mrs. Richard Self car- children and Mc avid-.. Mrs. Pete bly mixture, it is scattYred IS to
china. silver and draperies
[al their little son Bill lel 'he Cho- Self-and two daughters, all of Murfor Presidential mannion in
20 pounds to the acre A small ;
ic Saturday to Dr. Hart...
ray_ route 5,
.
San Jose. She is the Alaamount may be -.dropped at each ;
better -at--this time.
•
Hand Was Surely proud. of plant.
bamit-born former Henri,
Miss Ruth Fulcher and Mr. Elmus the rains we had the - past week.
ektak Boggs of
"IT11041FIEREN7LCSAlt
Morris has goneJo Altao
The.y.,htlird
aEAltcHINti
_ __
1 will return •to Murray 1Vfonday.
Lone Hand' spent lase Saturday
•
NAMPO OfiLIEVE Mr',VW
J
Miss Fulcher's mother, Mrs. Ruby at. Murray enjoying meetifit old
YORK. June 21
•NW
Fulcher is .expeeted to return honie friends and relatives and" chatting Dorthy
wler. divorcee who adver-li
with them.. Mrs. Fulcher has been with them.
tised for a usband who would give
vi.siting in Alton. Ill.. the past
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Self and (laugh- her $10,000 in a;t1
-. was back honile!
month.
.,
I ters. Carrie and E lara, visited all today opening an mail after a l
..
Misses Ethel and Mirgie Fulcher
So long Jor_now--Lone Hand
fruitless trip south:i„.

are
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PROGRESS _11ALBOLLINI11.--An_old

i I..prat:440n_
nnteh wjn
-a backdrop for the Gat'streamlined roadster. Holland's
Bret postwar car. Built chiefly from Ford part& including
the engine, it has a OUralumintini body and removable,
plastic top. The designer says it will travel 900 miles on one
load of gas and do 105 m.p.h. Priee Ls $4200.

Read the Ledger & Times Ciassified Ads
rTOPAY
and Wednesday

rire

President's Life
Not an Easy On
Writer Reveals

Thursday and Friday
VARSITY THEATRE

•

' WASHINGTON
-- What
dOes. the President of die -Unit-s-i
S,ates have to do"!
Eeeeyorre- knows . he_ has a hard
h. Just how hard it is, few rett,r...oreciate.
hits working, hours genqt;arty t.
to • midniglit--except on
_this v..lien he halls late." He livt.s
• a gioldfigh boast as far as his -pri
.te as well as pubic life is VIM
Secret- service agents fl vet
him outTof sight and' his .per
physician gives him tOvie,,
.ily -or oftener -chytkuus The pr•••ssure. never
'S. . Vi.
it.
mad and problems pour in
without respite.

1

l'anian Story ;old
Merrintin
Uniti-d- Pecs,
White Honslr Lorrespondi.oit. h.,.
:dertaken "to show in human fa.:
re and
okords of as La- syll..
•
as possible how'the intricats
20th century presidency operates"
'his moor hook, -A Prestdent Is
Many Men."
Avoiding the legalistic-slit-of if"
s' -r'. Smith endeavors ter highlte-'
,end describe the office now sous, •
so eagerly by
host of candidate. "It is the star of the ni ht
den: Jac
n's guests ate nearly .a
of cheese at the White House.
how some of' the Most distinginshed
••Kil figures are not above stealing
Xhito Bus:. silver. f..,r souvenirs.
st,,ry
what Thomas Jefferson
.iled Ile in 'spendid misery'."
smith
in a foreword to his
0,ok
•

•
COlubli• otetuRES siesevo

SUSIMI.PEURS
VII
theRam

BM.% a um
WE • DWI
UHITAULI MITI_
Plus
_
A Sensational '20 Minute Musical

Many Men Around
Bie-k r,f tr.J, ,Preshicrit moves an
army of adviso-s, secrcaries. cx
pegs. "idea men
!
" "insiders" awl
workmen of all kinds.
Mainly by anecodate and allusion
the Striking or bizarre hIstarical
Sin.ith gives a lively. picture
r•f this army an ait,on. Dozens of
.nonymous but powerful figures
.re brought tu...the surface and tile,
author s.mtlyeiiliosei-their methods.

- "A VOICE IS BORN''

It's extremely hard for the Preside-Et to amuse himselt.---.41--sian:e of
dinner -party turns into • a rigor. usly programme.d. affair at which
his Wife and family are, apt to
be Prize
.which
. - exhibits, end
they mine follow 'strictly formalized pr.ocedure. A trip finds his
every
mile recorded in a special
White House book. endless arrange'
w.ents involved. and • urgent. . cornmunications, dogging him at 1:Very

fAtii)
ValiVallar
1946 PONTIAC Fordoor Sedan, the Bix Six. twotone green with lots of extras. Low mileage
and really clean. Locks new and you'll think
it when you drive it.
1947 FORD Tudor, radio, heater, overdrive, and
. all the extras anyone would ever want. This
car is a Super Deluxe ana really a beau:3%
1946 CHEVROLET Fleetline, ,with all the extras,
nice black finish and really clean. See this car
and drive it. Priced right.
1946 DODGE Custom Fordo Sedan, radio and
heater, a Murray
ni
ce
car and.I
ready to go.
t is

j

0
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lth7Ohoco.
More independent experts smoke tiCky Strike -melody than the text two leading brands combined!

•

•

w/t,47iéaccoAleii

Business
Business
'Business

for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment, smoke the smoke tobacco 'experts smoke!
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LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO
o round, so firm, so fully packed

1,0 free and •osy on•th• dra.w
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An impartial poll tovering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals the
smoking preference of the men who really know tobacco-auctioneers,
, buyers and warehousemen More of these independent experts smoke
Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined.

step.

Round by l'radftion
The President is hound by tradi
lion aaci, rut., in many. many ways,
.-He was not - even allowed to'help
himself to a- "snack: hut of the
White House iee-r bOx'..undei- a rule
that he must nit touch anything
ut aherdutely fresh food. Franklin D. Roosevelt finally shattered .
that obvisously anitiquated rule.
1946 PICKUP, a city dri"en job and clean.
The President „has many
-Mir1gs
1941 CHEVROLET Special Deluxe Coupe, twono_Millionaire could buy. to be sure.
tone green,that is about the nicest in town.
; His
irate plane.and- private railLicensed and ready to drive a long way. Extra
'Any car are tat beyond arts...private
good mechanically.
tfis prestige
1941 FORD Coupe with radio and heater, priced to
and power, ;defy exact liwritation-And his wife e.,„•clulge herself in
sell.
varcOlis ways, -irkrie wishes: Mrs
1936 FORD Tudor, motor and body is good; cheap.
Caolidg; dr:ink two: quivit of
1940 FORD Deluxe with radio and heater,, new,
orange-juice daily while ?AC was
paint and seat cooers.
•
in the White House
1934 l FORD Tudor, good motor, tires and seat cowIn the round. however-the White
, erft
iaes right; °keep -transportation for you.. — HMS* .nattlieS
a poor anti'of htmor
1936 C
ROLET Pick-us= A good ./ittle truck
recounts as indicative of hole
with lot4 of service.'
.iiere , the story
-Shun.: and
Buzzie:" the 11,ossevelt sritjarichilyou have a clean car to sell, be sure to set us be!,en. who ome took some alumi
fore you let it go. Wedony higOond sell them fast
urn serving trays to use-as sheds
fOr a small profit; we need clean ears! ,Also see
tikause no one had rethembered
us
before youcbA
uy.
TERMS.
• •i et them real ones' •
,
-------CASH, TRADE, Ott
The Naval Air Transport Service
More than 320 000 passengers
.total of almost 500.000.000 pass&wine 1947 with no
'lifer
EVERY DEAL A SQVARE ,D1-,.\ I.
•
passenger fatalities.
••• J.
;
The Navy has developed a human
catapult to test human toleranee
St.
Phnfl
'e 1.71:r
Murray,
ac..-eleested takehffs and arreated
v.'
imidings in the newesti•super-stioed
airCraft.
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